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MOTIVATION IN LEARNING OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
  

Actuality of theme. The problem of self-motivation is the focus of the modern 

educational world. It plays a significant role in the progress in whole. It has also become 

a part of the process of learning a language. 

The purpose is to find new and modern  ways of self-motivation for English 

learners. To give them well-built reasons to start to learn a language or to improve the 

level they have. 

Imagine the following situation: you enter the classroom as a teacher and all the 

students are       

motivated to learn English today. The same situation would repeat every day. 

Would that not be awesome? Unfortunately it does not happen all the time. Actually it 

happens almost never. There is almost always one student who is not motivated because 

of reasons we cannot influence or change. Nevertheless there are some things we can 

change or influence when it comes to self-motivation of a student. 

The results and discussion. Some students believe that the method of self-

motivation depends on personality, features of character and student's habits. If you are 

strong enough and purposeful it will be easy for you to master any kind of activity, 

because you only need to determine the goal and you will do everything to reach it. But if 

you are not you can follow some psychological rules: 

1. Just get started and let the motivation catch up with you.You don’t have to wait 

for motivation to get started. If you want to work in a consistent way every day then 

sometimes you just have to get going anyway. And the funny thing is that after I have 

worked for a while things feel easier and easier and more fun and the motivation catches 

up with me. [1]. 

2. Break a huge task  down into very small steps and then take just one of them to 

start moving forward. 

3. Get motivation from the people in your life. Spend less time with negative 

people who always look at the dark or apathetic side of things. And spend more of the 

time you have now freed up with enthusiastic or motivated people and let their energy 

flow over to you. [1]. 

4. Compare yourself to yourself and see how far you have come. Instead of 

deflating yourself and your motivation by comparing yourself to others who are so far 

ahead of you. [1]. 

International survey shows that the effectiveness of self-motivation in learning 

English depends on student's  personal features and skills. You should find a way of 

learning that you are most comfortable with, and something that you enjoy at the same 

time. 

Here are some ways to start today: 



1. Listen to music and learn all the lyrics 

Everyone likes music. However, in order to learn English, you must stick to 

English songs. 

Practicing with popular songs is always better because you always hear them 

playing even if you’re in the car, the grocery store or the mall. You can also hear them on  

English radio stations online. As for the music genre, you may want to avoid rock and rap 

because the lyrics are often a blur(too fast or difficult to hear). It won’t be good practice 

for your diction and pronunciation. [2]. 

2. Watch English videos about your interests 

While you’re already on YouTube, you can also watch YouTube videos. 

This is good training for your English comprehension and communication. 

Watching interviews and reviews will help you become familiar with conversational 

English—how you should communicate with other people. 

3. Speak English wherever you go 

Practicing and learning English shouldn’t stop at home or with people you know. 

If you’re in an English-speaking country and you’re going to the mall to find a 

specific item, talk to a saleslady in English, and don’t be nervous! To prepare, before you 

leave your house, look up all the vocabulary you need to ask questions and buy your 

item. This helps you explain what you want, and also helps you understand the answers 

that you’ll hear. 

As much as possible, try and speak English wherever you are and wherever you 

go, even if the person you’re talking to isn’t really fluent. It’s all about communication! 

[2] 

Conclusion. Self-motivation is a really tricky topic that is closely connected to the 

student's personality. That is why it is very important to develop yourself. So, don’t put it 

off. Begin now. 
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